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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks are usually deployed at aggressive environments which are more vulnerable to various security
attacks such as selective forwarding, wormholes and sybil attacks. In such network user authentication is essential in any serviceoriented communication network in order to identify and reject any access request of an unauthorized user. This project of wireless
sensor networks focus on injecting false data attack and their mitigation techniques. For an injecting false data attack, an attacker node
first compromises the sensor nodes and then accesses all keying materials stored in the compromised nodes and then controls these
compromised nodes to inject bogus information and send the false data to the sink to cause upper-level error decision as well as energy
depletion in en-route nodes. Therefore filtering false data should also be executed as early as possible to mitigate the energy
consumption. To tackle this challenging issue false data filtering mechanisms known as novel bandwidth-efficient cooperative
authentication (BECAN) scheme is developed for filtering injected false data in wireless sensor networks. Although it identifies false
data attack it cannot prevent gang injecting false data attack from mobile compromised sensor nodes. To enhance the efficiency of
verification, a new ID-based signature scheme is proposed that allows batch verification of multiple signatures to mitigate gang
injection of false attack threat. It allows any pair of users to communicate securely and to verify each other's signatures without
exchanging public key certificates.
Keywords: Filtering false data, En-route Filtering, BECAN,ID-Based Scheme, DSS Signature, compromised nodes, Gang injection
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generate false reports and the reliability of the filtering
mechanisms is degraded which makes hard to identify the
node. Ye et al. propose a statistical en-routing filtering
Mechanism called SEF. It requires each sensing report be
validated by multiple keyed message authenticated (MACs).
Each generated by a node detects the same event. As the
report is forwarded, each node along the way verifies the
correction of the MACs at earliest point. If the injected false
data escapes the en-routing filtering nodes and then
delivered to the sink to verify the correctness of each MAC
carried in each report and reject false datas. In SEF, to verify
the correctness of MACs, each node will get a random
subset of the keys of size k from the global key pool of size
N and uses them to producing the MACs. To save the
For an injecting false data attack, an attacker node first bandwidth, SEF adopts the bloom filter to reduce the MAC
compromises several sensor nodes and accesses all keying size. SEF does not consider the possibility of compromise
materials stored in the compromised nodes then controls nodes which is crucial to the false data filtering.
these compromised nodes to inject false information and
send those data to the sink to cause upper-level error Zhu et al. present an interleaved hop-by-hop authentication
decision. Therefore, it is crucial to filter the false data as (IHA) scheme for filtering of injected false data. In IHA,
accurately as possible in wireless sensor networks which each node is associated with two other nodes along the path,
results in energy deprivation. To tackle this issue, some false one is the lower association node and the other is the upper
data filtering mechanisms have been developed.
association node. An en-routing node will forward receive
report if it is successfully verified by its lower association
Prior Filtering mechanisms use the symmetric key technique node. To reduce the size of the report, the scheme
when the node is compromised. Those can abuse its keys to compresses individual MACs by XOR-ing them to one.
However, the security of the scheme is mainly subject upon
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network is usually composed of a large
number of sensor nodes which are interconnected through
wireless links to perform distributed sensing tasks. Each
node is of low-cost and also equipped with sensing, da
processing data, and communicating components. So, when
a sensor node generates a report after being triggered by a
special event.e.g, a while surrounding temperature change, it
will send the report to sink through an established routing
path. Such nodes are very vulnerable to various security
attacks such as selective forwarding, wormholes attacks. In
addition, wireless sensor networks
also suffer from
injecting bogus data attack.
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the creation of associations in the association discovery typically represent the only affordable way to help bridging
phase. Once the creation fails, the security cannot be the digital divide.
guaranteed.
5. VANETs use ad hoc communications for performing
efficient driver assistance and car safety. The
Location-Based Resilient Secrecy (LBRS), adopts location communications include data from the roadside and from
key binding mechanism to reduce the damage caused by other cars. VANET research aims to supply drivers with
node compromise, and further mitigates the false data information regarding obstacles on the road and emergency
generation in wireless sensor networks. It propose location- events, mainly due to line-of-sight limitations and large
aware end-to-end data security design (LEDS) to provide processing delays. VANET can be used to communicate
end-to-end security guarantee including efficient en-routing premonitions, notification of emergencies, and warnings
false data filtering capability and high-level assurance on about traffic conditions.
data availability. Because these LEDS are a symmetric key 6. The underwater wireless sensor network have applications
based solution, to achieve an en-routing filtering, it requires including the scientific (e.g., oceanographic data collection
location-aware key management, where each node should for scientific exploration, pollution control, or climate
share at least one authentication key with one node in its monitoring), military (e.g., tactical surveillance), and
upstream/downstream report.
civilian fields (e.g., tsunami warnings).
Zhang et al. provides a public key based solution to the same
problem. Especially, they propose the notion of locationbased keys by binding the private keys of individual nodes
to both their IDs and geographic locations and a suite of
location-based compromise-tolerant security mechanisms.
To achieve en-routing filtering, additional 20 bytes
authentication overheads are required.
Bit-compressed
authentication
technology
achieves
bandwidth-efficiency. Canetti et al. use one-bit
authentication to achieve multicast security. The basic idea
in multicast is very similar to the BECAN scheme, where a
source knows a set of keys, each recipient knows a subset of
them. When the source sends a message M, it authenticates
M with each of the keys using MAC. Each recipient verifies
MACs which were created using the keys in its subset. If
any of these MACs is incorrect, the message M will be
rejected. To achieve the bandwidth efficiency, each MAC is
compressed as single bit. The security of the scheme is
based on the assumption that the source is not compromised.
However, once the source is compromised the scheme
obviously does not work. Therefore, it cannot be applied to
filter false data injected by compromised nodes.

II.NETWORK MODEL
Consider a typical wireless sensor network which consists of
a sink and a large number of sensor nodes
N ={N0;N1} randomly deployed at a certain interest region
(CIR) with the area S. The sink is a trustable and powerful
data collection device, which has sufficient computation and
storage capabilities and is responsible for initializing the
sensor nodes and collecting the data sensed by these nodes.
Each sensor node Ni ϵ N is stationary in a location.
For differentiation purpose, we assume each sensor node
has a unique nonzero identifier. The communication is
bidirectional, i.e., two sensor nodes within their wireless
transmission range (R) may communicate with each other.
Therefore, if a sensor node is close to the sink, it can directly
contact the sink. However, if a sensor node is far from the
transmission range of the sink, it should resort to other
nodes to establish a route and then communicate with the
sink. Formally, such a wireless sensor network, as shown in
Fig. 1.1.1, can be represented as an undirected graph G =
(v,ε) where V = (v1; v2; . . .) is the set of all sensorsN
=(N0;N1; . . .) plus the sink, and ε=((vi; vj)│vi; vj ϵ V) is
the set of edges.

A.Applications
1. In Public WLAN provides campus-wide indoor and
outdoor coverage.
2. It provides flexible solution to implement the information
delivery system required to control transportation services.
3. Wildlife monitoring focuses on tracking wild species to
deeply investigate their behaviour and understand the
interactions and influences on each other, as well as their
reaction to the ecosystem changes caused by human
activities.
4. Opportunistic networks can provide intermittent Internet
connectivity to rural and developing areas where they
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW
A.KeyManagement Scheme
Distributed Sensor Networks (DSNs) are being widely used
in many applications such as real-time traffic monitoring,
military sensing and tracking, wildlife monitoring and
tracking, etc. DSNs are ad-hoc mobile networks that may
include thousand of sensor nodes with limited computation
and communications capabilities. DSN topology can be
dynamic and allow addition and deletion of sensor nodes
after deployment. Besides, they may be deployed in hostile
areas and hence the sensor nodes can be vulnerable to
attacks by the adversaries. Because of the limited
computation and communication capabilities of the sensor
nodes, it is difficult to bootstrap the establishment of a
secure communications infrastructure from a collection of
sensor nodes which may have been pre-initialized with some
secret information but have had no prior direct contact with
each other.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have enabled data
gathering from a vast geographical region and present
unprecedented opportunities for a wide range of tracking
and monitoring applications from both civilian and military
domains. In these applications, WSNs are expected to
process, store, and provide the sensed data to the network
users upon their demands. As the most common
communication paradigm, the network users are expected to
issue the queries to the network in order to obtain the
information of their interest. Furthermore in wireless sensor
and actuator networks, the network users may need to issue
their commands to the network
1.Issues in existing system
Digital Signature

A digital signature algorithm is a cryptographic tool for
generating non repudiation evidence, authenticating the
integrity as well as the origin of a signed message. In a
digital signature algorithm, a signer keeps a private key
secret and publishes the corresponding public key. The
Although prior schemes suggested the use of the random private key is used by the signer to generate digital
keys to establish the secure connections between the nodes, signatures on messages and the public key is used by anyone
the idea of different security needs for different locations of to verify signatures on messages.
nodes is not considered. Besides, the limited key pool will
be eventually used up if the number of nodes grows The Direct Storage Based Authentication Scheme (DAS)
dramatically. The scalability of random key predistribution
is a concern and was left unaddressed in the basic and q- One way to reduce the message overhead and the
computational cost is to eliminate the existence of the
composite schemes
certificate. A straightforward approach is then to let sensor
nodes simply store all the current users’ ID information and
1.Issues in existing system
To address the bootstrapping problem in DSNs, Eschenauer their corresponding public keys.
et al firstly proposed the random key predistribution scheme
that relies on probabilistic key sharing among the nodes of a 2.Advantages of proposed system
Reduces the Probability of a False Positive
DSN and uses simple protocols for shared key discovery and 
Using “Fast Forward, Slow React” Public Key
path key establishment. The basic idea is that a random pool 
of keys is selected from the key space. Each sensor node Forgery Attacks is prevented
then receives a random subset of keys from the key pool
IV. BECAN SCHEME
before deployment. Any two nodes able to find a common
key within their respective subsets can use that key as their A novel bandwidth-efficient cooperative authentication
shared secret to initiate communication and to set up the (BECAN) scheme for filtering injected false data is
secure connection to identify connection setup process
deployed in existing system. Based on the random graph
characteristics of sensor node deployment and estimate the
2.Advantages of proposed system
probability of k-neighbours which provides the necessary
condition for cooperative bit-compressed BECAN
The cluster based hierarchical topology not only isolates the authentication technique. This scheme saves energy by early
effect of node compromise into one specific subgroup and detecting and filtering the majority of injected false data
provides scalability for node and subgroup addition, but with minor extra overheads at the en-route nodes. In
more importantly, it simplifies the design of key addition, only a very small fraction of injected false data
management scheme for the sensor networks.
needs to be checked by the sink which largely reduces the
burden of the sink.
B.Effective Multiuser Broadcast Authentication
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verified. A new stronger injecting false data attack, called
gang injecting false data attack, in wireless sensor networks.
This kind of attack is usually launched by a gang of
compromised sensor nodes controlled and moved by an
adversary A. As shown in Fig. 3, when a compromised
source node is ready to send a false data, several
compromised nodes will first move and aggregate at the
source node, and then collude to inject the false data.
Because of the mobility, the gang injecting false data attack
is more challenging and hard to resist.

Fig 2 Architecture Of Existing System
The sink is a powerful data collection device. Nevertheless,
if all authentication tasks are fulfilled at the sink, it is
undoubted that the sink becomes a bottleneck. At the same
time, if too much injected false data floods into the sink, the
sink will surely suffer from the Denial of Service (DoS)
attack. Therefore, it is critical to share the authentication
tasks with the en-route sensor nodes such that the injected
false data can be detected and discarded early. The earlier
the injected false data is detected, the more energy can be
saved in the whole network.
Achieving Bandwidth-Efficient Authentication Since the
sensor nodes are low-cost and energy constraint, it is
desirable to design a bandwidth efficient authentication
scheme. For the BECAN scheme, once a compromised
sensor node participates in the report confirmation, the
report will be polluted and cannot reach the sink. To
improve the reliability, multireports solution is naturally
introduced in the BECAN scheme. As soon as critical tevent
occurs, multisource nodes close to the event independently
choose k different neighbours, produce the multi reports and
send them to the sink via different paths. Only if one report
reaches the sink, the true event will successfully reported.
As a result, the reliability of the BECAN scheme can be
improved

A.Disadvantages Of Becan Scheme
1. Reliability: If at least one report reaches the sink, the true
event will successfully report else BECAN scheme cannot
filter injected false data.
2. Scalability:
In the BECAN scheme, the additional authentication bits are
in linear with the length of the path L. If L is too long, the
authentication bits become large.
3. BECAN scheme is efficient for injecting false data by
single attackers but not in case of group attackers.
B. Problem Definition
In the existing system the main problem is efficiency is low.
And gang injection of false data could not be filtered and
Copyright to IJARCCE

Fig.3 Gang Injection of false data

This kind of attack is usually launched by a gang of
compromised sensor nodes controlled and moved by an
adversary A. As shown in Fig. 2, when a compromised
source node is ready to send a false data, several
compromised nodes will first move and aggregate at the
source node, and then collude to inject the false data.
Because of the mobility, the gang injecting false data attack
is more challenging and hard to resist.

V. ID BASED SCHEME
An identity (ID)-based signature scheme allows any pair of
users to communicate securely and to verify each other’s
signatures without exchanging public key certiﬁcates. The
proposed new ID based signature scheme that allows batch
veriﬁcation of multiple signatures.
Using the new scheme, the signature size is reduced into
almost half and eﬃciently verify multiple signatures. The
veriﬁcation cost of k signatures by a single signer is one
signature veriﬁcation plus k elliptic curve addition and k
hashing. When a new signature by a diﬀerent signer is
added, additional veriﬁcation cost is almost a half of that of
ordinary veriﬁcation of a single signature with minimal
security loss.If there is an attacker who can forge a set of
signatures to pass batch veriﬁcation, then the computational
Diﬃe-Hellman problem (CDHP) is used to solve such
problem. Batch veriﬁcation was devised to improve the
eﬃciency of veriﬁcation process for multiple signatures.
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B.Sensed Results Reporting Protocol
When a sensor node generates a report after being triggered
by a special event or response to a query from the sink, it
will send the report to the sink via established routing.

Fig:4 ID Based Scheme

In the above figure ,it explains that the adversarial node
form a gang. And these gang will inject false datas to the
enroute nodes. Those enrote nodes will check whether the
digitsl signatur in the report is correct or not. If its not
correct then the report will be rejected or else it will be
forwarded to the enroute nodes.
A.Advantages Of Proposed System
ID-based signature scheme is more secure and deploys an
eﬃcient batch veriﬁcation.Aggregated Signature is a
generalized version of Batch Signature where many
signatures for diﬀerent messages signed by diﬀerent signers
are aggregated into one signature and veriﬁed by one
equation. Gang injecting false data is identified within
limited time efficiently.
VI.MODULE DESCRIPTION
A.Sensor Nodes Initialization and Deployment

C .En-Routing Filtering

The sink first chooses an elliptic curve which selects a
secure cryptographic hash function. The sink deploys these
initialized sensor nodes at a certain interest region (CIR) in
various ways such as by air or by land. But assume that all
sensor nodes are uniformly distributed. When these sensor
nodes are not occupied by the reporting task, they
cooperatively establish their routing to the sink either a
shortest path or a path adapted to some resource constrains
with some existing routing protocol which accelerates the
reporting. Once an event occurs, a report can be
immediately relayed along the established routing path.

The source node N0 gains the current timestamp T, chooses
k neighboring nodes and sends the event and routing path.
Each sensor node invokes the Algorithm 2 to generate a row
authentication vector

Copyright to IJARCCE

When each sensor node along the routing receives the
message (m, T, MAC) from its upstream node, it checks the
integrity of the message m and the timestamp T. If the
timestamp T is out of date, the message (m, T, MAC) will
be discarded. Otherwise, Ri invokes the Algorithm called
cooperative neighbor router (CNR) MAC verification. If the
returned value is “accept” Ri will forward the message (m,
T, MAC) to its downstream node, Otherwise discard.
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5.K-aggregate forger of a chosen ID:
A forger succeeds if he can produce a set of k signatures
which pass the aggregate veriﬁcation. This type of forger is
known as k-aggregate forger of a chosen ID.
6.K-aggregate forger of a given ID:
A forger produces a set of k signatures one of which has the
signer with the given ID, then this type of forger is called a
k-aggregate forger of a given ID.
E. Sink Verification
If the sink receives the report (m, T, MAC), it checks the
integrity of the message m and the timestamp T. If the
timestamp is out of date, the report (m, T, MAC) will be
immediately discarded. Otherwise, the sink looks up all
private keys and invokes Sink verification Algorithm. If the
returned value of Algorithm is “accept,” the sink accepts.
Otherwise rejects the report.

D. ID-based Batch Signature
This scheme consists of four algorithms: Setup, Extract,
Signing and Veriﬁcation.
Setup
Given a GDH group G and its generator P, pick a random s
∈ Z/`Z and set Ppub = sP. Choose two hash functions H1 :
{0, 1}∗ × G → (Z/`Z)∗ and H2 :{0, 1}∗ → G∗. The system
parameter is (P, Ppub,H1,H2). The master key is s.
1.Extract
Given an identity ID, the algorithm computes QID = H2(ID)
and DID =sH2(ID) and outputs DID as a private key of the
identity ID corresponding to QID = H2(ID).
2.Signing
Given a secret key DID and a message m, pick a random
number r ∈ Z/`Z and output a signature σ = (U, V ) where U
= rP, h = H1(m,U), and V = rQID+hDID.
3.Veriﬁcation
Given a signature σ = (U, V) of a message m for an identity
ID, compute h = H1(m,U). The signature is accepted if and
only if (P,QID,U + hPpub, V ) is a valid Diﬃe-Hellman
tuple

VI. RESULT

Filtering the false injected data is the main problem in
wireless sensor network.The BECAN scheme is used to
filter the false data by verifying the unique MAC of every
node. These BECAN scheme is not so efficient to filter the
data, it is time consuming and also the filtering ratio is much
reduced. These BECAN scheme does not filter the gang
injected false data .Thus the BECAN scheme is not so
efficient so a scheme is introduced to filter the gang injected
false data. These scheme is the ID-Based scheme.The ID4.Aggregate Veriﬁcation
A forger is given a target public key for which a forged Based scheme is more efficient than other schemes.
signature should be made. While each secret key of users is
chosen independently in the traditional public key system, The ID-Based signature scheme provides better results than
all secret keys of users are mutually related in ID-based the BECAN scheme. Here the signatures are verified. First
system. In fact, they are produced from one secret key of the the nodes are initialized in CIR region. When a sensor node
whole system. Hence in ID-based setting it is reasonable not generates a report m after being triggered by a special event,
then it send the report to the sink via an established routing.
to give speciﬁc ID but a system parameter to a forger.
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Then the signatures of every nodes are created and while
reporting the task each and every signature is verified
effectively. These signatures are verified by reducing the
size of the signature. Thus when filtering the data the
filtering rate is increased and also these are time consuming
scheme. These scheme will filter the gang injected false
data.
VII. COMPARISON GRAPH
The filtering ratio of two schemes are also compared.In the
BECAN scheme the filtering ratio is not so efficient while
compared with the ID Based scheme. In the ID based
signature scheme the filtering ratio of the false datas are
increased and they are efficient scheme than the BECAN
scheme. In BECAN scheme the filtering ratio is 55% while
in the ID Based scheme the Ratio is improved to 95%.
Because of the efficiency in the filtering the ID based
scheme is used to filter the gang injected false data. In
filtering the Gang injected False data the ID Based Scheme
has a better result.
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Fig 5. Comparison Graph

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The BECAN scheme achieves not only high en-routing
filtering probability but also high reliability for filtering the
injected false data with multi-reports. Due to the simplicity
and effectiveness, the BECAN scheme could be applied to
other fast and distributed authentication scenarios in
wireless mesh network. The existing scheme is further
extended to mitigate gang injecting false data attack from
mobile compromised sensor nodes using proposed ID-based
signature scheme for efficient batch verification. Thus it
verifies many signatures at the cost of almost one signature
verification. If a signature by a different signer is added, the
additional cost is a half of the single verification.
Copyright to IJARCCE

The future enhancement may be further aimed at improving
the performance of proposed framework in terms of packet
delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, as well as bandwidth
efficiency with minimal energy consumption.
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